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Title   Page 

 Oral Sessions  

 MONDAY 30 SEPTEMBER  

M Kasha Frew Lecture - invited: The proton-transfer laser OA1 

RE Slusher Invited: Spontaneous emission, lasers and four-wave mixing in 
semiconductor macrostructures 

OB1 

H-A Bachor Applications of squeezed light - the long way ahead OB2 

CA Blockley Quantum collapses and revivals in a quantised trap OB3 

D Hope Observation of bright quadrature squeezing in a cavity-atom system OB4 

E Weigold (e,2e) Spectroscopy and electron momentum distributions OC1 

P Hannaford High resolution laser spectroscopy of metal ions in a sputtered vapour OC2 

IS Falcolner An investigation of laser induced fluorescence in a small Tokamak OC3 

RB Brown Millimetre-wave jet-cooled microwave spectroscopy OD1 

JM Dawes Excited state proton transfer in jet-cooled 3-hydroxylavone and its 
complexes 

OD2 

P Tronmsdorf (not provided) OD3 

G Hancock Invited: Laser studies of chemical dynamics OD4 

BJ Orr Time-resolved optical double resonance spectroscopy: experimental 
techniques and molecular processes 

 

BL Chadwick IR-UV and Raman-UV double resonance spectroscopy of rovibrational 
energy transfer in acetylene 

OD6 

KGH Baldwin Nonlinear VUV generation techniques for high resolution molecular 
spectroscopy 

OD7 

EI Von Nagy-
Felsobvki  

A re-designed molecular beam/ups spectrometer OD8 

RJ Ballagh Spatial separation of polarization components governed by transverse 
optical pumping 

OE1 

A C Wilson Observation of separated, polarized ring structures induced by nonlinear 
beam reshaping 

OE2 

PB Chapple Near field scanning of a thin Kerr medium OE3 

R Sammut Propagation of spatial solitons in planar waveguide OE4 

PG Browne Nonlinear optics of monolayers OE5 

C Smith Measurements of phase singularities in the output of a visible laser OE6   
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E Jaatinen Optical power transfer of single mode laser beams through distorting 
media using a semi-linear phase conjugate mirror 

OE7 

M de Sterke Generation of gap solitons OE8 

 TUESDAY 1 OCTOBER  

MS El Sayed Invited: On the mechanisms of solar energy storage by the other 
photosynthetic system in nature, bacteriorodopsin 

OF1 

K Ghiggino Dynamics of energy relaxation in photoirradiated polymers OF2 

KJ Smit Effect of steric hindrance on the excited triplet state lifetime of some 
nitrated stilbenes 

OF3 

T Lindsay Sub-picosecond resolution of carrier relaxation phenomena in 
semiconductors 

OF4 

M Sceats Second-harmonic generation in optical fibres - the role of defects in 
symmetry breaking 

OG1 

SC Goh Optical transitions in Er3+ - doped flurozirconate fibre OG2 

J Staromlynska Photonic devices using liquid crystals OG3 

J Williams Some materials and processing issues in optoelectronic and photonic 
device structures 

OG4 

KS Chiang Analysis of optical waveguide arrays: A zigzag-wave approach OG5 

YM Choi Recirculating fibre-optics delay line   OG6 

RS Tucker Invited: High-speed photonic devices and systems OG7   

GA Heath Electronic spectroscopy of electrochemically generated unusual oxidation 
states of metal complexes 

OH1 

G Moran Luminescence characteristics of Ru(bpy)3 2+ and 0s(bpy)3 2+ - some 
unsolved problems 

OH2 

BE Williamson Magnetooptical spectroscopy of matrix-isolated metalopthalocyanines and 
metalloporphyrins 

OH3 

H Reisen Fluorescence line narrowing and hole-burning in inorganic complexes OH4 

N Manson Spectral holeburning, what’s the use?   OH5 

R Stranger Optical study of the near-infrared emission in the metal-metal bonded 
dimer Cs3Mo2Cl9 

OH6 

M Standage The interface between quantum optics and collision physics OH7 

WR 
MacGillivray 

Coherence and radiation trapping effects in the laser excitation of the 
61P1-61D2 transition of Hg 

OH8 

SG Boxer Invited: Electroabsorption and emission spectroscopy of inorganic. organic 
and biological molecules 

OH9 

R Falcone Invited: X-rays from the interaction of intense, ultrashort laser pulses with 
solids and gases 

O11 

J Piper Studies of beam quality and non-linear frequency conversion of high 
average power pulsed metal lasers 

O12 

B Luther-
Davies 

A high power, mode-locked, Q-switched, cavity-dumped, diode-pumped 
Nd:YAG Laser for ranging applications 

O13 

S Todd Mode-locking titanium:Sapphire: The Kerr lens effect 014 

K Hinton Resonance structures in Fabry-Perot semiconductor laser amplifiers 015 

JM Dawes Q-Switched diode-pumped Nd:YAG lasers O16 

 WEDNESDAY 2 OCTOBER  

D Hanna Invited: Solid state waveguide lasers - fibre and planar OJ1 

G Summy Photon deflection of an atomic beam: a new method for the determination 
of complete scattering parameters for inelastic electron-atom collisions 

OK2 

L Poladian Manipulating light beams in nonlinear media OK3 

A Roberts Photo-electron holographic imaging OK4 

HN Chapman X-ray optics using capillary arrays OK5 
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D Kane Phase modulated semiconductor lasers OK6 

P Fisk A new project to develop a microwave frequency standard based on 
trapped, laser cooled Yb+ ions 

OK7 

AW McCord Spatio-temporal switching in a ring cavity containing multistate atoms   OK8   

I Atkinson REMPI spectroscopy of involatile molecules via laser disorption OL1 

I Jamie 
 

Neutron inelastic scattering spectroscopy quantum-mechanical rotational 
tunnelling in C28Cs(NH3)x 

OL2 

AP Pierlot Chemical analysis by microwave spectroscopy OL3 

JR Reimers Theoretical models for the electro-absorption (Stark) spectroscopy of 
transition metal complexes 

OL4 

G Wilson Excimer and exciplex intermediates in anthracene photodimers OL5 

HW Schranz Intramolecular energy transfer and torsional dynamics in small molecules OL6 

AP Willis Velocity-changing collision pedestals in laser saturation spectroscopy OL7 

 THURSDAY 3 OCTOBER  

CJ Cogswell High resolution confocal transmission microscopy OM1 

P Gray Anglo-Australian Telescope’s wide field prime focus - the 2dF OM2 

GK Larkin Design considerations for a high precision projected fringe optical profiler OM3 

BF Oreb Optical surface profiler for the minting industry OM4 

AJ Studer Fizeau interferometry as a method for time resolved spectral line profile 
measurement 

OM5 

P Fairman Optical surfacing profiling using phase shifting interferometry OM6 

N Brown A homodyne laser interferometer with Doppler compensation OM7 

P Simmenauer Fabrication of corner cube prisms OM8 

T Miller Invited: The spectroscopy, structure, and bonding of complexes involving 
reactive radicals 

ON1 

AEW Knight Spectra and structure of aromatic-rare gas cluster ions ON2 

L Radom A theoretical approach to chemistry of ion dimers ON3   

JB Peel Electronic and geometric structures of molecular cluster - ions: N4+ and 
O4+ 

ON4 

R Watts Angular distribution of sputtered neutrals measured by laser-induced-
fluorescence 

ON5 

R Weinkauf Ion spectroscopy by resonant photodissociation: test of new methods at A-
X transitions in OCS 

ON6 

D 
McNaughton 

High resolution Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy in a supersonic jet 
expansion 

ON7 

G Fischer Vibronic coupling in pyrazine singlet and triplet spectra ON8 

N Hush Rapid electronically forbidden but vibronically allowed electron transfer 
through saturated bridges     

ON9 

R Gilbert The azulene story and understanding collisional energy transfer ON10 

MA Collins Fermi resonance and IVR ON11 

H Welling Invited: The laser Zentrum Hannover a link between university and industry O01 

MJ Johnson Applications of a tunable, injection-seeded B-barium borate optical 
parametric oscillator 

O02 

Brandt M Laser cleaning of narrow bore holes O03 

L Whitbourn Application of a rapidly tuned CO2 laser system to airborne remote sensing 
of minerals 

O04 

PE Ciddor Some recent activities in laser interferometry O05 

B Duval Application of optical sensing in basis oxygen steelmaking (BOS) process O06 

RS Seymour Laser devices and non-linear optics O07 

R Mildren Investigation of the kinetics of a pulsed barium vapour laser using the hook 
method 

O08 
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RP Cooney Colloids, catalysts, surfactants, radical-films and drug interactions: Raman 
spectroscopy-microscopy & FT-IR spectroscopy in surface science 

OP1   

R Frost Fourier transform Raman spectral analysis of Kandite clays OP2   

H Rubinsztein-
Dunlop   

Laser spectroscopic techniques for trace element analysis OP3 

BW James Measurement of electric field in gas discharges by laser induced 
fluorescence 

OP4 

 FRIDAY 4 OCTOBER  

LR Marshall New generation diode pumped frequency agile lasers OQ1   

J Munch Large collimator using holographic correction of an imperfect primary 
mirror 

OQ2 

JD Love Design and fabrication of silica planar optical waveguides & devices OQ3 

WS Jagger The optics of the spherical fish lens OQ4 

W Wright Planar array optics - implementation and application at far infrared 
wavelengths 

OQ5 

CJR Sheppherd Invited: Confocal laser microscopy OQ6 

GJ Milburn Reduction in laser intensity fluctuations by a feedback controlled output 
mirror 

OR1  

D Pegg Phase-sum states, number-difference states and two-mode squeezing OR2 

T Ralph Squeezed light from lasers OR3 

B Sanders Quantum limits to phase-shifts in Kerr nonlinear medium OR4   

P Edwards Quantum correlations between photon number and electron number 
fluctuations in laser and light-emitting diodes 

OR5   

S Chu Optical Society Lecture: Experiments with atomic fountains OS1 

 MONDAY POSTER SESSION  

R Oermann A medium resolution imaging spectrotometer PM1 

RC Tobin Parametric studies of a copper hollow anode cathode laser PM2 

YH Ja On the difference between the finesses of the circulating and output 
intensities of fibre ring and loop resonators 

PM3 

A Leistner Fabrication and measurement of precision spheres PM4 

M Gu Investigation of the effects of aberrating layer on axial imaging in confocal 
microscopy 

PM5 

E Krausz Interligand interactions in the Series [Ir(bpy) (phen)3-x]3+ PM6 

I Pearson Visualisation of combustion species and fluid flow structures PM7 

GA Bielig Depolarisation of calcium and sodium by collisions with rare gases PM8 

D Farrant Spatial light modulators for optical Fourier processing PM9 

D Proctor Co-visualization of NO & OH FLIF images produced in combustors PM10 

TP Mernagh Laser Raman microprobe studies of elements and minerals at high 
pressures 

PM11 

J Taylor A noncontact laser system for mapping sail surface topography PM12 

JG Haub Third-order optical nonlinearities of solutions of a series of transition metal 
poly-yne compounds 

PM13 

H-D Barth Coherent rotational and vibrational Raman spectroscopy of CO2 clusters PM14 

AP Milce IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy of rotational energy transfer in 
formaldehyde-d2 

PM15 

J O‘Byrne Adaptive optics using wavefront curvature sensing PM16 

D Jones The optical design of infrared reimagers for the 2.3 meter telescope at the 
ANU Siding Spring Observatory 

PM17 

D 
McNaughton 

FTIR study of the pyrolysis and photolysis of Dihalomaleiu anhydrides PM18 
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AHA Clayton Dynamics of photoinduced electron transfer in rigidly linked donor-
acceptor molecules 

PM19 

PG Spizzirri Design and application of a novel time resolved confocal fluorescence 
microscope 

PM20 

W Wright The development of a high Tc superconducting bolemeter for the far 
infrared region 

PM21 

D Butler Investigation of optical fibres using scanning nearfield optical microscopy PM22 

D Abbott Aberration measurement using defocused point spread functions PM23 

K Grant Interactive programme for interrogating databases of rare gas atomic 
transition probability data 

PM24 

K Grant Characteristics of a He-Xe laser operation in the 4 nm atmospheric window PM25 

Y Man Choi A 12 GHz high-speed fibre-optic link PM26 

M Dutton The effect of continuum-continuum transitions on laser-induced 
continuum structures: strong field excitation 

PM27 

J Ramsay Application of high repetition rate pulsed lasers inflow cytometry PM28 

JK Sztaba The n,pi* transitions of n-heterocyclics using dispersion induced circular 
dichroism (DICD) 

PM29 

RJ McLean High-resolution spectroscopy with external cavity diode lasers PM31 

D Gough Doppler free laser saturation spectroscopy of Pb in the near ultra violet PM32 

RM Lowe Fe II lifetimes and the solar abundance of iron PM33 

T Oldham Matrix dependence of phonon wings and tetracene doped alcoholic glasses 
using site selection spectroscopy 

PM34 

RAM 
Maddever 

Laser radar time-of-flight signals PM35 

SD Jackson Nd:YAG Laser transversely pumped by a diode array PM36 

B Luther-
Davies 

Pulsations and chaos in laser-produced plasmas PM37 

Y Wang Highly efficient second harmonic conversion of psec Nd laser pulses using 
group velocity mismatched frequency doubling in KDP 

PM38 

JA Hermann Beam shape sensitivity of Z-Scan PM39 

A Mclnnes Erbium-glass laser development PM40 

J Staromlynska Optical properties of platinum ethynyl PM41 

J Staromlynska Design of tunable filters for maximum contrast ratio PM42 

Y Zhao Modelling two-level rare-earth doped fibre lasers PM43 

I Jamie A reflectometer for the Australian National Beam-Line Facility PM44 

McGilvery D Designing an instrument for laser ablation studies using macsimion V2.0 PM45 

FM Rodgers Chemical analyses performed with the millijet analytical microwave 
spectrometer 

PM46 

LD Hatherley A study of the gas phase tautomeric equilibrium of 2-pyridone and 2-
hydroxpyridine by microwave spectroscopy 

PM47 

S Lane Discrete variable representations and large amplitude motions PM48 

RPA Bettens Molecular structure, rotational constants and quadrupole coupling 
constants of the Halon BCFR.P.A.   

PM49 

DN Bruget High-resolution Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy of 
thioformaldehyde    

PM50 

GF Metha Vibronic analysis of the 3s-n Rydberg transition of propanol via R.E.M.P.l. PM51 

R Frost FT-Raman studies of substituted barium titanate powders PM52 

MJ Sellars  Coherent transient and holeburning measurements in rare earth systems 
using an ultra-high resolution dye laser 

PM53 

D Death Linear optical spectroscopy as a diagnostic technique for industrial 
combustion processes 

PM54 
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TH Nguyen Laser induced fluorescence of coal PM55 

TH Nguyen Ziegler-Natta polymerization by laser-desorbed Co+ in gas phase PM56 

C Savage Parametric amplifiers in phase noise limited optical communications PM57 

C Savage Applications of squeezed light PM58 

K-I Hibino Simple diffraction gratings: analysis and interferometric tests PM59 

Q Li  Spatial shaping of an atomic beam in a strong, standing wave laser 
lightfield 

PM60 

MF O'Dwyer Franch-Condon effects on the breakdown of the BornOppenheimer 
approximation 

PM61 

HW Schranz Collisional energy transfer and unimolecular reactions: pressure. 
temperature and composition dependence 

PM62 

KW Butz Observation of aromatic-rare gas cationic clusters PM63 

AJ Bradley Direct observation of silicon (3P) following state-selected 
photofragmentation of A1B1 silylene 

PM64 

 WEDNESDAY POSTER SESSION  

M Gu Two and three dimensional image formation in a fibre-optical confocal 
scanning microscope 

PW1 

A Liebman Modulational instability in birefringent optical fibres PW1 

JD Cresser Quantum field model of injected atomic beam in the microlaser PW2 

AW McCord Spatial symmetry breaking of a vector wave PW3 

T Win Transients in the 15NH3 ring laser PW4 

R McDuff A generalized description of self-focussing in thin nonlinear media PW5 

C Smith Generation of optical phase singularities by computer generated 
holograms 

PW6 

T Amberyn The development of the planar laser induced fluorescence technique for 
the studies of nitric oxide in T4 shock tunnel 

PW7 

P Barker A study of natural fluorescence in a shock tunnel PW8 

K Finnie Anomalous MCD of the ruthenium blues PW9 

RG Rothwell Models for molecular cluster photoionisation PW10 

HW Kang A spectroscopic study of Cyano complexes of RU(III) PW11   

YH Ja A three-coupler fibre loop resonator with two fibre mirrors PW12 

J Martin Effects of level anticrossing on high resolution laser spectroscopy in Ho3 
doped crystals 

PW13 

W Sandle Observation of optically bistable Raman lines in a commercial helium neon 
laser 

PW14 

BA See The design of resonators for high average power Nd:YAG lasers PW15 

BA See Launch and delivery system design for high average power Nd:YAG lasers PW16 

R Walmsley Investigation of the operation of a solid dye Q-switched Nd:YAG laser PW17 

BA See The minimum mode volume for end pumping PW18 

A Pugatschew Efficacy of treatment of port wine stains with a copper bromide laser PW19 

A Pugatschew The design of intrinsically safe laser alignment equipment for applications 
in hazardous atmospheres 

PW20 

M Newell Analysis of high-gain carbon-dioxide lasers producing annular output 
profiles 

PW21 

RJ Carman A self-consistent computer model for the discharge kinetics in a pulsed 
mid-infrared barium vapour 

PW22 

I Mendes Simple structures for single longitudinal mode operation of a Nd:YAG laser PW23 

BJ Tarte Competition at 430.54162 nm in a strontium-ion recombination laser PW24 

Q Zhu Resonant enhancement nonlinear generation in monolayers PW25 

M Withford Investigation of trace gas impurity effects in copper vapour lasers PW26   

RJ Ballagh Effects of scattered radiation on degenerate four wave mixing PW27 
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H Pask A laser-induced-perturbation experiment for investigating the operating 
characteristics of a pulsed barium vapour laser 

PW28 

HW Schranz Comparison of variational transition state theory and trajectory calculation 
for the simple bond fission of microcanonically highly excited SiH2 and 
Si2H6 

PW29 

HW Schranz An efficient microcanonical sampling procedure   PW30 

HW Schranz Statistical and nonstatistical behaviour in unimolecular reactions PW32 

H Kim Comparison of absorption spectroscopy and hook interferometry for the 
measurement of neutral atom densities 

PW33 

P King Expanded beam pumping of optically pumped submillimeter lasers PW34 

P King Hybrid metal dielectric input couplers for optically pumped submillimetre 
lasers 

PW35 

L Montuno Spectroscopic determination of the electric field in the cathode fall region 
of a gas discharge 

PW36 

JL Gardner Intercomparison of responsivity at optical communications wavelengths PW37 

IR Gentle Scanning tunneling spectroscopy of intercalated graphite PW38 

RA Pax Quantitative NIR investigation of sugars PW39 

L Dubicki EPR of metal ions with the 125 configuration PW40 

A White Automatic alignment and mode-matching of a laser beam to an optical 
resonator 

PW41 

CC Harb Applications for an externally stabilized dye laser PW42 

E Weigold Energy shifts in argon Auger electrons due to post collision in PW43 

E Weigold Electron momentum spectroscopy of laser-excited and oriented atoms PW44 

P Leo Temperature dependence of collisionally broadened singlet and triplet 
lines of helium 

PW45 

D Hope Absorptive and dispersive bistability in barium PW46 

A Stevenson Optical phase sensors operating at the quantum noise limit PW47 

DG Humphrey Charge-transfer and near-infrared spectra of mixed halide/nitrile/ carbonyl 
osmium complexes - additive and non-additive ligand ejects 

PW48 

RG Raptis The spectra-electrochemistry of binuclear rhenium complexes PW49 

X Yang On the development of fundamental dark spatial solitons PW50 

D Pulford Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering in high enthalpy hypersonic flows PW51 

P Kinsler Maximal squeezing in second harmonic generation: Quantum versus 
semiclassical 

PW52 

NE Rigby Spectral holeburning in emerald PW53 

M Gagen The quantum zero effect and quantum nondemolition measurement of 
photon number 

PW55 

M Joyce A study of photoreflectance excitation spectroscopy at various 
temperatures using in GaAs/GaAs quantum wells 

PW56 

Z Ficek Pairwise atomic states PW57 

B Ward Phase shift interferometry with visible laser diodes PW58 

A Rode Geometrical optics of arrays of reflective surfaces PW59 

G Opat The Lloyd’s mirage as atom interferometer PW61 

HT Tran Stability of modes in nonlinear planer waveguides PW61 

A Weigold Soft x-ray pumping systems in Cd and Mg PW61 

AD Ernst CS-Laser induced perturbation of weakly ionised plasmas PW61 

JD Harvey Birefringent optical fibre lasers    PW61 

JD Harvey Spectral characteristics of a coherently mode-locked laser PW63 

JL Holdsworth Laser direct writing of thin platinum films on Si/SiO2 PW64 

I Atkinson Theoretical study of internal rotation in an amino acid: phenylalanine PW65 
*AOS provides this document as a service to the community, but accepts no responsibility for any errors it might contain. 


